ANNOUNCEMENT
1ST GLOBAL FORUM ON BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
Balancing Treatment Access and Antibiotic Resistance
India Habitat Centre, New Delhi. 3–5 October 2011

A forum to present new antibiotic access and resistance data, and for policymakers, clinicians, public health program managers and researchers to debate policy innovations in low- and middle-income countries. Topics include:

• Hospital-acquired infections (including pneumonia and sepsis) and hospital infection control
• Antibiotic resistance in public, private and mission sectors
• Community-acquired pneumonia
• Antibiotic stewardship
• Use of antibiotics in the community and in hospitals and other healthcare facilities
• Vaccines
• Antibiotics in livestock and other food animals
• Policy responses to expand antibiotic access while limiting the spread of resistance


www.globalbacteria.org

P-1/12, C.I.T. Scheme VII-M, Kolkata 700 054

Advt No.: S/DPB/09/2011–12

Workshop on
Advance Studies and Hands-on-Training on
Plant DNA Fingerprinting

16–30 August 2011
at
Bose Institute
(Main Campus)
93/1, A.P.C. Road, Kolkata 700 009

Nominations are sought from Heads of Institutions in NE India for names (2 from each organization) of young researchers for inclusion in the first of a series of Workshop (including theoretical classes and hands-on-training) on Plant DNA Fingerprinting under an ICMR sponsored ‘Centre for Advanced Research in DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics of Medicinal Potential in Plants from Eastern and North East India’.

For details please visit Bose Institute website http://www.boseinst.ernet.in
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